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A B S T R A C T

Social anxiety disorder (SAD) is characterized at a neurobiological level by disrupted activity in emotion
regulation neural circuitry. Previous work has demonstrated amygdala hyperreactivity and disrupted prefrontal
responses to social cues in individuals with SAD (Kim et al., 2011). While exposure-based psychological
treatments effectively reduce SAD symptoms, not all individuals respond to treatment. Better understanding of
the neural mechanisms involved offers the potential to improve treatment efficacy. In this study, we investigated
functional connectivity in emotion regulation neural circuitry in a randomized controlled treatment trial for
SAD. Participants with SAD underwent fMRI scanning while performing an implicit emotion regulation task
prior to treatment (n=62). Following 12 weeks of cognitive behavioral therapy, acceptance and commitment
therapy, or wait-list, participants completed a second scan (n=42). Psychophysiological interaction analyses
using amygdala seed regions demonstrated differences between SAD and healthy control participants (HC;
n=16) in right amygdala-vmPFC connectivity. SAD participants demonstrated more negative amygdala-to-
vmPFC connectivity, compared to HC participants, an effect that was correlated with SAD symptom severity.
Post-treatment symptom reduction was correlated with altered amygdala-to-vm/vlPFC connectivity, indepen-
dent of treatment type. Greater symptom reduction was associated with more negative amygdala-to-vm/vlPFC
connectivity. These findings suggest that effective psychological treatment for SAD enhances amygdala-
prefrontal functional connectivity.

1. Introduction

Social anxiety disorder (SAD) is characterized by a fear of being
judged or scrutinized by others in social situations (Kessler et al.,
2009). While psychological treatments, including cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) and acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), have
been shown to be efficacious for SAD in randomized controlled trials
(Craske et al., 2014; Rodebaugh et al., 2004), many individuals do not
respond, or retain residual symptoms and impairment after treatment.
Better understanding of the mechanisms of efficacious treatment
change, such as associated changes in neural activity, may ultimately
aid the development of more targeted interventions.

1.1. SAD and emotion regulation

The prevailing neurobiological model of anxiety disorders posits
that amygdala hyperreactivity to fearful or threatening stimuli is

associated with heightened emotional reactivity, while disrupted
processing in prefrontal regions is linked to impairments in emotional
regulation (Berkman and Lieberman, 2009; Freitas-Ferrari et al.,
2010; Kim et al., 2011). Neuroscientific investigation of SAD has
repeatedly shown heightened amygdala reactivity to social or emotional
cues (Birbaumer et al., 1998; Cooney et al., 2006; Evans et al., 2008;
Phan et al., 2006; Stein et al., 2002), the extent of which has been
shown to correlate with symptom severity (Cooney et al., 2006; Goldin
et al., 2009b; Phan et al., 2006; Shah and Angstadt, 2009).

Compared to the body of work investigating emotional reactivity in
SAD, few studies have assessed disruptions in emotion regulation.
Across these studies, there is a general trend for disrupted (increased
or decreased) levels of activity in prefrontal regions (dorsolateral and
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, dl/vlPFC, dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex, dACC) among individuals with SAD, relative to healthy control
participants when explicitly instructed to engage in a regulatory
strategy (for recent meta-analyses, see Brühl et al., 2014; Zilverstand
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et al., 2016). However, findings are not entirely consistent, with two
recent studies demonstrated no significant differences in prefrontal
activity during regulation between groups of SAD and healthy control
participants (Burklund et al., 2015; Gaebler et al., 2014).

Data from one of these studies (Burklund et al., 2015; upon which
the analyses in the current paper are also based) was acquired using an
implicit, rather than an explicit, emotion regulation strategy (affect
labeling). Affect labeling, the act of putting feelings into words, is
considered an ‘incidental’ or ‘implicit’ form of emotion regulation and
has been shown to be an effective regulatory strategy, diminishing the
intensity of emotional reactions to labeled stimuli (Kircanski et al.,
2012; Lieberman et al., 2011; Niles et al., 2015; Tabibnia et al., 2008).
It is commonly used in the laboratory to investigate emotional
regulation as it provides a way to measure activation in emotion
regulation circuitry independent of the effort or intentionality that is
typically required to engage in voluntary regulation (Creswell et al.,
2007; Lieberman et al., 2007; Payer et al., 2012). Both explicit and
incidental forms of emotion regulation have been shown to increase
PFC and decrease amygdala activity in healthy participants (Burklund
et al., 2014; Delgado et al., 2008; Hariri et al., 2000; Lieberman et al.,
2007; Ochsner et al., 2002). It is notable, therefore, that when task
demands are minimal, amygdala reactivity was found to be heightened
in individuals with SAD, relative to healthy individuals, but there was
no significant difference in right vlPFC activity during implicit emotion
regulation (Burklund et al., 2015). One explanation for this effect is
that dysregulated amygdala activity in SAD during implicit emotion
regulation may be attributable to disrupted communication, or func-
tional connectivity, between amygdala and prefrontal cortex, rather
than a failure to activate prefrontal regions per se.

Previous functional connectivity studies have shown that while
viewing face stimuli, greater SAD symptom severity was associated
with greater amygdala to fusiform gyrus and amygdala to superior
temporal sulcus connectivity in one study (Frick et al., 2013), or
amygdala to dACC/dorsal medial PFC connectivity in another
(Demenescu et al., 2013). Functional connectivity studies of emotion
regulation found that while reappraising negative self-beliefs, partici-
pants with SAD demonstrated altered amygdala-prefrontal connectivity
relative to HC participants. Greater prefrontal activity (in both dlPFC
and right vlPFC) was associated with reduced amygdala activity,
indicative of an inverse connection, to a greater extent in healthy
control than SAD participants (Goldin et al., 2009a). A similar effect
was demonstrated in resting state functional connectivity analyses,
showing reduced correlation in amygdala and vmPFC activity in
patients with SAD, compared to healthy adults (Hahn et al., 2011).
Finally, one study of effective connectivity within this circuitry (using
dynamic causal modeling) demonstrated impairments in bidirectional
connectivity from vmPFC to amygdala in patients with SAD while
perceiving emotional cues (Sladky et al., 2015a).

1.2. Treatment studies

Psychological treatments for SAD aim to alter emotion regulation
capacities, albeit through different approaches. CBT teaches ‘reapprai-
sal’, the intentional re-framing of negative or unpleasant thoughts or
experiences (Craske, 2010). ACT promotes ‘acceptance’, the acknowl-
edgement that emotional experiences are fleeting and can be viewed
with a sense of perspective (Hayes et al., 1999). Existing studies
assessing the neural correlates of CBT for SAD have investigated
differences in emotional reactivity and explicit reappraisal. In a study
of internet-delivered CBT (iCBT) for SAD, treatment-related reductions
in amygdala reactivity to affective faces were associated with i)
increases in mOFC activity (i.e., inverse connectivity) and ii) decreases
in ventral and dorsal lateral PFC activity (i.e., positive connectivity)
(Månsson et al., 2013). Two studies comparing CBT to wait-list groups
of SAD patients demonstrated treatment-related increases in i) inverse
connectivity between the dmPFC and left amygdala while reappraising

negative self-beliefs (Goldin et al., 2013), and ii) positive connectivity
among prefrontal regions including medial PFC, dmPFC, left dACC, left
dlPFC and left vlPFC when reappraising social criticism (Goldin et al.,
2014). These studies have all focused on explicit emotion regulation,
requiring intentional engagement with a regulatory strategy. It is
unknown whether treatment for SAD impacts functioning within
amygdala-prefrontal neural circuitry during incidental emotion regula-
tion, when task demands are reduced, and how such connectivity might
be affected by different treatment strategies.

1.3. Aims and hypotheses

In the current study, we aimed to investigate the effects of
psychological therapy for SAD on neural functional connectivity during
incidental emotion regulation. We also assessed differences in func-
tional connectivity across two treatments conditions (CBT and ACT)
compared to a wait-list (WL) control group. Data in this study was
obtained as part of a larger RCT for SAD (Craske et al., 2014). It was
hypothesized that individuals who experienced reduction of SAD
symptoms following psychological treatment (CBT or ACT) would
demonstrate improved prefrontal ‘down-regulation’ of amygdala re-
activity as evidenced by greater inverse functional connectivity.

2. Methods

Data were collected as part of a RCT of CBT and ACT for social
anxiety disorder. Full details of methods and outcomes for the RCT are
reported elsewhere (Craske et al., 2014). Below is a brief description of
methodology relevant to the current study.

2.1. Participant recruitment and screening

Participants were recruited through the University of California,
Los Angeles (UCLA) Anxiety and Depression Research Center, flyers
posted throughout the UCLA community, newspaper and internet
advertisements. Participants provided informed consent prior to
assessment and the research protocol was approved by the UCLA
Office for the Protection of Human Research Subjects. Participants
were aged 18–45 years old, English speaking and right-handed (see
Table 1 for demographic details by group). Exclusion criteria were:
standard MRI exclusions (pregnancy, claustrophobia, non-removable
metal, serious medical conditions or brain damage); history of bipolar
disorder, substance-use disorders, suicidality, psychosis or psychiatric
hospitalizations; modifications to psychotropic medication (past month
for benzodiazepines, past 3 months for SSRIs/SNRIs and heterocyc-
lics); current cognitive or behavioral psychotherapy for anxiety dis-
order or modifications to other psychotherapies in the past 6 months.

Table 1
Participant demographic information.

Pre-treatment assessment Post-treatment assessment

HC SAD SAD

– CBT ACT WL CBT ACT WL

N 16 20 24 18 13 16 13

Age
mean
years
(SD)

27.47
(6.59)

27.80
(7.30)

27.46
(5.93)

26.54
(6.52)

26.77
(6.85)

26.93
(5.10)

27.11
(6.26)

Gender
(M/F)

7/9 12/8 11/13 10/8 7/6 9/7 8/5

Mean
LSAS
Score
(SD)

17.76
(6.21)

79.86
(15.55)

87.69
(19.17)

74.77
(20.13)

55.99
(22.80)

58.91
(22.07)

71.65
(16.91)
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Of the participants included in this analysis, 17.7% were currently were
stabilized on psychotropic medication at the beginning of the study (3
in the CBT group, 4 in the ACT group and 4 in the wait-list control
group).

2.2. Diagnostic and self-report measures

Diagnosis of SAD was based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, 4th Edition (DSM-IV) criteria for current, principal
or co-principal diagnosis of SAD, with a clinical severity rating (CSR) of
4 or higher, indicating clinically significant severity. Diagnostic evalua-
tions were conducted using the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule-
IV (ADIS IV; Brown et al., 1994) by trained interviewers. Participants
in the healthy control (HC) group had no current or past psychiatric
diagnoses. SAD severity was assessed using the Liebowitz Social
Anxiety Scale–Self-Report Version (LSAS-SR, a measure with high
reliability and validity; Baker et al., 2002; Fresco et al., 2001). The
LSAS-SR is a 24-item measure that assesses fear and avoidance of
social interactional and performance situations and was completed as
part of a laboratory session conducted 1–2 weeks before fMRI sessions.

2.3. Treatment procedure

A subset of participants described in Craske et al., 2014 participated
in an fMRI component of this RCT. One hundred participants with SAD
were stratified by age and gender and randomized to CBT (n =40), ACT
(n =34), or wait list (WL; n =26). Seventy-one of these participants
completed pre-treatment fMRI scanning along with 17 HC partici-
pants. Fifty-three SAD participants completed a second fMRI scanning
session 12 weeks later after completing CBT or ACT treatment, or on
wait-list (the WL group was offered their choice of CBT or ACT
treatment free of charge after completing the second fMRI session).
Table 2 provides details of final sample sizes and reasons for excluded
datasets. Participants in the CBT and ACT groups received 12 weekly 1-
hr individual therapy sessions. Therapy for both treatment conditions
was based on detailed treatment manuals for anxiety (CBT (Hope et al.,
2000), ACT (Eifert and Forsyth, 2005); see Craske et al. (2014) for full
details). In brief, both treatments involved exposure to feared social
cues but differed in the framing of the intent of the exposure. CBT
exposure was focused on explicit cognitive restructuring of negative
thoughts and evaluations. ACT exposure was focused on mindful
acceptance, the practice of experiencing anxiety-related thoughts as
part of the broader, ongoing stream of present experience. Only
participants with full treatment compliance (i.e. completed all 12

sessions of treatment) were included in the reported analyses.

2.4. fMRI task, acquisition and data analysis

2.4.1. Affect labeling task
Full details of the affect labeling task are described elsewhere (along

with findings from a GLM analysis of pre-treatment data; Burklund
et al., 2015). In brief, participants observed photographs of emotional
facial expressions and geometric shapes and were instructed to
complete simple labeling and matching tasks (affect labeling, gender
labeling, affect matching and shape matching). In the labeling condi-
tions, participants were asked to respond via button press to select
which of two words best match the affect or gender of the face
displayed (match conditions require selection of matching images
rather than matching words). The current study focused on assessment
of implicit emotion regulation capacity, as indexed by the contrast of
affect label versus gender label. This contrast isolates activity specific to
emotion-based linguistic processing while controlling for processes
involved with emotion perception, response selection and verbal
processing (as described in Lieberman et al., 2007). Stimuli were
presented in a blocked design, with four blocks of each condition type
and six trials per block. Each trial lasted 5 s, with stimuli presented for
the entire trial length, with a 10 s inter-trial-interval during which a
fixation crosshair was presented. Blocks began with a 3 s instruction
cue. Condition order was counterbalanced across participants.

2.4.2. fMRI acquisition parameters
Magnetic resonance images were acquired using a Trio 3.0 Tesla

MRI scanner at the UCLA Ahmanson-Lovelace Brain Mapping Center.
For each participant, a high-resolution structural T2-weighted echo-
planar imaging volume (spin-echo, TR=5000 ms, TE=34 ms, matrix
size=128×128, resolution=1.6mm×1.6mm×3mm, FOV=200 mm, 36
slices, 3 mm thick, flip angle=90°, bandwidth=1302 Hz/Px) was ac-
quired coplanar with the functional scans. Four functional runs were
acquired, with a total of 344 volumes (gradient-echo, TR=3000 ms,
TE=25 ms, flip angle=90°, matrix size=64×64, resolu-
tion=3.1mmx3.1mmx3.0 mm, FOV=200 mm, 36 axial slices, 3 mm
thick, bandwidth=2604 Hz/Px).

2.4.3. fMRI data analysis
Imaging data were analyzed using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Center

for Neuroimaging, University College London, UK, http://www.fil.ion.
ucl.ac.uk). Functional images for each participant were realigned to
correct for head motion, co-registered to the high-resolution structural
images, normalized into a standard stereotactic space as defined by the
Montreal Neurological Institute and smoothed with an 8 mm Gaussian
kernel FWHM. Experimental blocks were modeled using a boxcar
function convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response. Motion
parameters were included in the model as regressors of no interest.
Linear contrasts of affect label vs gender label and affect match vs
shape match were computed at the first-level for each participant using
a fixed-effects model. Treatment-related differences in neural activity
during affect-labeling compared to gender labeling were investigated
using a paired-samples t-test for pre- and post-treatment scans among
SAD participants. Given strong a priori hypotheses regarding the
functioning of the amygdala, a small volume correction was used to
assess changes in amygdala reactivity. Multiple comparison correction
was performed using 3dClustStim (AFNI: http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/
afni/), which conducts a Monte Carlo simulation. Using 10,000
iterations and an alpha level of .05, a voxelwise threshold of p < .005
(1-tailed) combined with a minimum cluster size of 4 voxels was
determined for the amygdala.

Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses were conducted
using right and left amygdala seed regions to assess functional
connectivity of these regions in a task-dependent manner, implemen-
ted using generalized PPI (gPPI) within SPM8 (McLaren et al., 2012).

Table 2
Details of participants included at each time point. NL = no LSAS-SR data, BS = bad scan
(defined as: > 10% of images with global signal intensity > 2.5 SD of mean, or affected by
motion of more than 2.5 mm in any direction), BB = bad baseline data, i.e. baseline data
excluded due to NL or BS.

HC SAD

CBT ACT WL TOTAL

Completed pre-
treatment fMRI
session

17 26 25 20 88

Excluded 1 (BS) 6 (3NL,
3BS)

1 (BS) 2 (BS) 10

Included in baseline
analysis

16 20 24 18 78

Lost to follow-up – 3 8 2 14
Complete post fMRI

session
– 17 19 17 53

Excluded – 4 (2BS,
1NL, 1BB)

3 (2NL,
1BB)

4 (2BS,
1NL, 1BB)

11

Included in treatment
analysis

– 13 16 13 42
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Other approaches for connectivity analysis typically focus on correla-
tions between specific regions of interest during task active periods.
PPI performs a more rigorous interaction analysis to investigate how
activity in a seed region of interest is correlated with activity across the
whole brain as a function of task. That is, only voxels in which there is a
significant change in the extent of correlation of activity with the seed
region during task-active periods, compared to baseline, will be
detected. Task-specific changes in functional connectivity are subse-
quently interpreted as regions working in concert to achieve a task-
related function. Analyses were repeated for both Pre- and Post-
treatment scans for each participant, producing whole-brain images
reflecting right or left amygdala functional connectivity for the contrast
‘affect label - gender label’ for each participant. A whole brain two-
sample t-test was used to investigate group differences in functional
connectivity between SAD and HC participants at baseline.

Analyses of treatment-related change in functional connectivity
were performed on change scores in symptom data [‘LSAS-SR (Post)’ –
‘LSAS-SR (Pre)’] and neural data [‘Affect label > Gender Label (Post)’
– ‘Affect label > Gender Label (Pre)’; computed using imcalc, SPM8].
A one-way ANOVA with a covariate of interest (LSAS-SR) was used to
investigate the relationship between change in symptom levels and
change in functional connectivity across groups. Post-hoc analyses
were conducted to investigate specific between-groups differences for
CBT vs. ACT, CBT vs. WL and ACT vs. WL. In all PPI analyses, whole-
brain correction for multiple comparisons using an alpha level of .05
determined a voxelwise threshold of p < .005 combined with a mini-
mum cluster size of 40 voxels (two-tailed tests; 3dClustSim, AFNI).

3. Results

Pre-treatment task-based activity in this study is the subject of
another paper (see Burklund et al., 2015). In brief, increased rvlPFC
activity and decreased amygdala activity was observed in the HC group
during affect labeling compared to gender labeling. The SAD group
demonstrated increased activity in both the rvlPFC and amygdala, and
in a direct comparison, only amygdala activity was significantly greater
in the SAD than HC group. In both groups, increased activity was also
observed in occipital lobe regions and the cerebellum, while in the HC
group, there was increased insula activity and in the SAD group there
was increased posterior medial frontal gyrus and middle temporal
gyrus activity. Both groups showed decreased activity in ventromedial
and cingulate cortex as well as temporal and occipital areas, among
other regions (see Supplementary Materials; Table S1 and http://scan.
oxfordjournals.org/content/10/2/199/suppl/DC1 for full results).

3.1. SAD symptom severity pre- and post-treatment

A one-way ANOVA confirmed no significant differences in LSAS-SR
score based on allocation of treatment group (CBT, ACT or WL; F(2,
61) =2.52, p=.09) prior to beginning of treatment, consistent with
results for the full sample of the parent study (Craske et al., 2014).
Post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons also confirmed no significant differ-
ences between pairs of groups (all p > .10). A one-way ANOVA of
symptom change (Pre - Post treatment LSAS-SR score) demonstrated a
significant main effect of group (CBT, ACT or WL; F(2, 41) =12.78, p
< .001) with post-hoc Bonferroni pairwise comparisons demonstrating
significantly greater symptom reduction in CBT than WL (p=.003), in
ACT than WL (p < .001) and no significant difference between CBT and
ACT (p=.81), also consistent with the parent study (Craske et al.,
2014).

3.2. Amygdala activity during implicit emotion regulation pre- and
post-treatment

Pre-/post-treatment changes in amygdala reactivity were investi-
gated as part of the current study. A paired-samples t-test demon-
strated a significant decrease in amygdala activity among SAD parti-
cipants for the affect label vs. gender label contrast after treatment,
compared to before treatment (p < .005, 1-tailed, 15 voxels, peak voxel
t=3.37, MNI coordinates, 36, 2, −26).

3.3. Pre-treatment PPI analysis of amygdala connectivity

Using the right amygdala as a seed region, there were significant
differences between HC and SAD groups in functional connectivity with
vmPFC, insula, superior parietal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus/premo-
tor cortex and posterior cingulate cortex (see Fig. 1, Table 3). Across
these regions, there was greater positive functional connectivity with
the amygdala in HC than SAD participants. Within the SAD group,
level of right amygdala-vmPFC connectivity was significantly negatively
correlated with LSAS-SR score (r =−.29, n =64, p=.02); the higher the
LSAS-SR score, the more negative the amygdala-to-vmPFC connectiv-
ity during affect labeling (Fig. 1). Using the left amygdala as a seed
region resulted in no significant clusters.

A whole-brain correlation of LSAS-SR score with right and left
amygdala connectivity additionally demonstrated a negative associa-
tion between SAD symptoms and right amygdala connectivity to
vmPFC, IFG and parietal cortex, and left amygdala connectivity to
IFG, inferior parietal cortex and posterior cingulate cortex. In each of
these associations, higher levels of SAD symptomatology were asso-
ciated with reduced amygdala connectivity.

Fig. 1. Differences between SAD patients and healthy controls (HC) in functional connectivity during implicit emotion regulation (affect labeling > gender labeling). A) Prior to
treatment, there were differences in right amygdala functional connectivity between HC and SAD participants during affect labeling, including in the vmPFC. B) Right amygdala-to-
vmPFC functional connectivity was positive in HC participants and negative in SAD participants during affect labeling, based on mean connectivity estimates across all voxels within the
suprathreshold vmPFC cluster identified (* denotes significance at the whole brain level, as established during whole brain analysis, α=.05, p < .005, k > 40; error bars represent mean
+/– standard error). C) Within the SAD group, symptom severity was correlated with amygdala-vmPFC functional connectivity, such that higher symptom levels were associated with
more negative connectivity (r =−.29, n =64, p=.02).
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3.4. Treatment-related changes in amygdala connectivity

Across all SAD participants, there was an increase in functional
connectivity between right amygdala and visual cortex, parietal regions
and primary motor cortex, but no significant changes in left amygdala
functional connectivity after treatment, compared to before (see
Table 4). Using the right amygdala as a seed region, greater LSAS-SR
score reduction was associated with more negative change (i.e. reduced
positive/greater inverse connectivity) in amygdala-right vlPFC func-
tional connectivity from pre- to post-treatment (Fig. 2, Table 4). The
same analysis with the left amygdala demonstrated a similar pattern
with amygdala-vmPFC functional connectivity (see Fig. 2, Table 4).
Comparisons between treatment groups demonstrated no significant
clusters related to the main effect of treatment group (CBT vs. ACT vs.
WL). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons using the right amygdala seed
region demonstrated one significant cluster for WL > CBT, located in
the inferior temporal gyrus (and no clusters for CBT > WL). Using the
left amygdala as seed region, there was one significant cluster for WL
> CBT, located in the left dlPFC (and again no significant clusters for
CBT > WL). There were no significant differences in functional
connectivity using either the left or right amygdala as seed regions
between groups of ACT vs. WL or CBT vs. ACT.

4. Discussion

In this paper, we report three major results. First, we observed
differential right amygdala-to-vmPFC functional connectivity between
HC and SAD patients during an affect labeling task. In HC participants,
we observed positive functional connectivity, while in SAD patients, we
observed negative functional connectivity. Second, the strength of this
right amygdala-vmPFC connectivity was correlated with symptom
severity among SAD participants such that greater symptom severity
was associated with more negative functional connectivity. Third, in
post-treatment analyses, SAD symptom reduction was specifically
associated with altered right amygdala-right vlPFC and left amygda-
la-vmPFC functional connectivity such that anxiety reductions over
time were associated with stronger inverse functional connectivity
between amygdala and prefrontal regions. These results suggest that
one consequence of CBT and ACT may be to strengthen neural systems
supporting emotion regulatory abilities.

4.1. Pre-treatment differences in functional connectivity

We demonstrated positive right amygdala-vmPFC functional con-
nectivity during affect labeling in healthy participants, but inverse
functional connectivity among individuals with SAD. We further

Table 3
Results of whole brain PPI analysis using right and left amygdala seed regions, ‘affect label – gender label’ contrast showing differences in functional connectivity during emotion
regulation between HC vs. SAD and correlated with LSAS-SR score prior to treatment.

Amygdala seed (L/R) Anatomical region Brodmann’s Area MNI coordinates: x,y,z t k

Healthy Control > SAD patients (affect label–gender label)
R Superior parietal cortex 7 15 −49 46 5.09 196
R Superior parietal cortex 7 −9 −76 40 3.91 40
R Inferior frontal gyrus/premotor cortex 44/6 −57 8 22 4.52 64
R vmPFC/OFC 11 12 56 −8 4.63 52
R Insula 48 −42 −13 16 3.86 51
R Posterior cingulate cortex 23 −6 −25 28 3.33 45
R Superior parietal cortex 7 15 −49 46 5.09 196
R Superior parietal cortex 7 −9 −76 40 3.91 40
L No suprathreshold clusters

All Participants (HC and SAD) Baseline correlation with LSAS-SR
R vmPFC/OFC 10/11 9 59 −5 −4.55 161
R Inferior frontal gyrus/premotor cortex 44/6 −60 8 22 −4.46 49
R Inferior parietal cortex 40 51 −67 40 −3.34 43
R Superior parietal cortex 7 15 −52 46 −4.46 47
L Inferior frontal gyrus 44/6 −54 14 22 −4.02 147
L Inferior parietal cortex 40/2 54 −28 28 −4.47 71
L Posterior cingulate 6/31 9 −34 52 −4.86 45

Table 4
Pre- to post-treatment changes in functional connectivity from whole brain PPI analyses using right and left amygdala seed regions (contrast: ‘Post (Affect Label – Gender Label)–Pre
(Affect Label – Gender Label)’). Results are presented for: i) pre- to post-treatment changes, ii) pre- to post-treatment changes correlated with symptom reduction across all groups, iii)
group differences in functional connectivity pre- to post-treatment. There were no significant suprathreshold clusters for left or right amygdala seed regions for the comparisons: CBT >
WL, ACT > WL, WL > ACT , CBT > ACT or ACT > CBT.

Amygdala seed (L/R) Anatomical region Brodmann’s Area MNI coordinates: x,y,z t k

Pre-Post changes in functional connectivity
R Visual cortex 17/18 21 −82 10 4.24 94
R Parietal lobe/angular gyrus 40/39 −57 −55 25 3.68 45
R Primary motor cortex 6 33 14 22 4.86 58
R Parietal cortex 7 −21 −79 43 3.99 244

All groups (Post-Pre) correlation with change in LSAS-SR (Post-Pre)
R vlPFC 45 48 38 7 4.05 48
L vmPFC 10/11 −6 26 −14 5.15 54
L Supplementary motor area 32 6 5 49 −4.11 68

WL (Post-Pre) > CBT(Post-Pre)
R Inferior temporal gyrus 19 42 −67 10 4.08 46
L dlPFC 8/9 −36 26 23 5.00 59
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demonstrate that the level of SAD symptomatology was significantly
associated with connectivity strength, with higher symptom levels of
SAD associated with more negative right amygdala-vmPFC functional
connectivity during affect labeling. Meta-analyses of explicit emotion
regulation have demonstrated a different pattern of effects. Compared
to healthy adults, individuals with SAD had reduced activity in lateral
prefrontal regions, as well as reduced inverse connectivity between
these regions and the amygdala (see Brühl et al., 2014 for review).

Previous work has suggested that differing task demands may
influence the recruitment of different prefrontal sub-regions for
regulatory purposes, i.e. during explicit regulation, lateral PFC regions
may be implicated, while for more implicit regulation, medial PFC
regions are involved (see Sladky et al., 2015a). In support of this
interpretation, a resting-state study demonstrated reduced amygdala-
vmPFC connectivity (Hahn et al., 2011) and an effective connectivity
study of emotional reactivity found a decreased forward connection
from amygdala to OFC in SAD individuals compared to healthy adults
(Sladky et al., 2015a). These findings have been interpreted as
representing impaired automatic recruitment of vmPFC/OFC regions
for regulatory functions in SAD. Affect labeling, however, does not
perfectly align with this pattern. Although considered an implicit or
‘incidental’ regulation approach, recruitment of lateral prefrontal
regions is typically observed (Lieberman et al., 2007). Here, we
observed differential connectivity between amygdala and both medial
and lateral regions of PFC, highlighting the need for further investiga-
tion to understand differential contributions of prefrontal sub-regions
during different types of regulation.

4.2. Post-treatment changes in functional connectivity

Investigation of changes in functional connectivity associated with
symptom reduction, independent of treatment group (CBT, ACT or
WL), demonstrated altered connectivity between right amygdala and
right vlPFC as well as between left amygdala and vmPFC. Greater
symptom reduction was associated with more negative right amygdala-

vlPFC and left amygdala-vmPFC functional connectivity from pre- to
post-treatment during affect labeling. Notably, this pattern of effects
was observed only with the inclusion of the symptom change covariate,
suggesting that changes in amygdala-prefrontal connectivity are de-
pendent upon an individual’s response to treatment. These findings
suggest efficacious treatment (as indexed by symptom reduction) is
associated with more negative amygdala-PFC connectivity during affect
labeling. This increase in inverse prefrontal-amygdala connectivity is
consistent with findings from studies of the impact of CBT on explicit
emotion regulation (Goldin et al., 2014). It is notable that prior to
treatment, individuals with SAD demonstrated more inverse connec-
tivity between right amygdala and vmPFC, while treatment changes
were linked to stronger inverse connectivity between left amygdala and
vmPFC. These effects require further investigation, but may point to
heterogeneity in the functioning of different subregions of the vmPFC,
or differences in the role of amygdala-prefrontal connectivity across
hemispheres.

4.3. Limitations

A central tenet of current models of disrupted emotion regulation in
anxiety disorders considers prefrontal regions to effectively ‘down-
regulate’ amygdala hyper-reactivity. PPI functional connectivity ana-
lyses, however, are correlational in nature. A change in correlation of
activity between amygdala and PFC can therefore plausibly reflect both
the feedforward effect of amygdala activity on prefrontal regions and/
or the feedback effect of prefrontal regions on amygdala activity.
Previous work using effective connectivity methods (which do allow
inference on directionality) has demonstrated bidirectional disruption
in amygdala-to-vmPFC connectivity during emotional reactivity in SAD
(Sladky et al., 2015a), while affect labeling was found to specifically
increase inverse connectivity from right vlPFC to amygdala in healthy
adults (Torrisi et al., 2013). It might therefore be hypothesized that
SAD is associated with disrupted reciprocal amygdala-vmPFC connec-
tivity (during emotional reactivity and regulation) and that effective

Fig. 2. Treatment-related changes were observed in amygdala-prefrontal functional connectivity during affect labeling. Using the right amygdala as a seed region, greater symptom
reduction was associated with more negative functional connectivity with right vlPFC from pre- to post-treatment (A). Similarly, using the left amygdala as a seed region, greater
symptom reduction was associated with more negative functional connectivity with vmPFC from pre-to-post treatment (B). Together, results indicate that larger reductions in anxiety
were associated with stronger negative amygdala-prefrontal connectivity at post- relative to pre-treatment. [Blue indicates changes in right amygdala functional connectivity; Red
indicates changes in left amygdala functional connectivity; correlations are significant based on whole brain analyses, p < .005, clusters thresholded at k > 40].
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treatment specifically promotes prefrontal downregulation of amygda-
la. Future effective connectivity analyses of treatment effects would
allow specific investigation of this.

It should be noted that substantial between-subject heterogeneity
was observed in changes in functional connectivity. While participants
with greatest symptom reduction demonstrated more negative amyg-
dala-prefrontal functional connectivity, participants with less or no
symptom reduction demonstrated effects in the opposite direction
(more positive amygdala-prefrontal connectivity). This variance may be
in part related to potential hetereogeneity in disrupted amygdala
reactivity among individuals with social anxiety disorder. Prior re-
search has described different aspects of dysfunctional amygdala
reactivity including: a temporal delay in amygdala reactivity in SAD
(Campbell et al., 2007); more sustained amygdala reactivity in learned
fear responses (Andreatta et al., 2015); and over-generalization of
amygdala reactivity to non-threatening cues (Cooney et al., 2006).
While the relationships between these types of disruption are not well
understood at this stage, it is possible that different types of disrupted
amygdala reactivity constitute different ‘neural profiles’ of SAD and in
turn, might be characterized by different patterns of functional con-
nectivity with prefrontal cortical regions. A better understanding of
these individual differences hold potential for improving our mechan-
istic understanding of anxiety disorders, and their effective treatment,
at a neurobiological level.

Due to the small proportion of individuals in this study taking
psychotropic medications, it was not possible to investigate medication
status as a potential moderator of treatment effects. This would be
particularly relevant for future work as recent studies have demon-
strated that administration of psychotropic medications in healthy
volunteers can impact amygdala functional connectivity, with different
substances affecting connectivity with different regions. Administration
of (S)-citalopram was found to be associated with enhanced down-
regulation of amygdala by orbitofrontal cortex, as demonstrated using
dynamic causal modeling (Sladky et al., 2015b), ketamine administra-
tion was found to modulate connectivity between amygdala and
pregenual anterior cingulate cortex (Scheidegger et al., 2016) and
psilocybin administration reduced top-down amygdala to primary
visual cortex connectivity (Kraehenmann et al., 2016). It might be
hypothesized that each of these treatments could impact different
stages of emotional processing and investigations of how these
medications impact functional connectivity in individuals experiencing
disrupted emotion regulation may be an important next step in
understanding their effects. Comparison of the effects of pharmacolo-
gical and psychological interventions would be of particular interest
when considering how therapeutic approaches might be combined to
optimally target particular systems thought to be dysregulated in
affected individuals.

An additional limitation of work presented here is that the sample
size was too small to investigate the impact of comorbidities on
treatment-related changes in emotion regulation neural circuitry.
Recent work has demonstrated marked differences in neural activity
associated with affect labeling in individuals with comorbid depression
(Burklund et al., 2014). It is plausible that comorbidities similarly
impact changes in functional connectivity. The sample size was in part
affected by the number of participants lost to follow-up, missing data
and imaging data removed due to motion. Participant attrition is a
major challenge in multi-visit studies such as that described here and
high levels of anxiety in subjects may have additionally contributed to
greater amounts of motion during scans. Future studies might aim to
address these concerns with additional strategies to ensure completion
of all sessions.

4.4. Implications for understanding of emotion regulation neural
circuitry

Here we showed disrupted functional connectivity between the

amygdala and medial areas of the PFC in SAD and altered connectivity
between amygdala and both medial and lateral areas of PFC following
treatment. Medial regions of PFC are broadly considered to be
recruited for autonomous emotion regulation while lateral regions
are thought to be necessary for cognitive reappraisal and voluntary
downregulation (Ochsner and Gross, 2005; Phillips et al., 2008). Were
this functional separation to hold true, findings presented here would
suggest an impairment in neural circuitry supporting incidental emo-
tion regulation during affect labeling pre-treatment. Treatment-related
symptom reduction might be thought to act through compensatory
mechanisms, altering engagement of both medial ‘incidental’ and
lateral ‘voluntary’ emotion regulation regions. These systems are,
however, widely regarded to be reciprocally linked, acting in concert
to support voluntary and automatic processing and reactions to
emotional stimuli (Phillips et al., 2008). Further investigation of these
possibilities would be required to understand this effect more thor-
oughly.

4.5. Conclusion

In sum, we present differences in functional connectivity between
right amygdala and vmPFC between healthy control and SAD patients,
and treatment-related changes in amygdala-to-vl/vmPFC functional
connectivity during incidental emotion regulation. These findings
further implicate fronto-amygdalar circuitry in disrupted emotion
regulation functioning in social anxiety disorder. We also demonstrate
for the first time that greatest symptom reduction, whether achieved
from CBT or ACT, was associated with more negative amygdala-vl/
vmPFC functional connectivity during emotion regulation. Future work
should aim to replicate this effect and compare different measures of
emotion regulation capacity before and after treatment to improve our
mechanistic understanding of the functioning of this neural circuitry
and how it responds to treatment. In addition, similar analyses might
be used prospectively to investigate predictors of treatment response.
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